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Templated matched-filtering pipelines
1. Almost all the CBC data analysis pipelines today are based on template 

based matched filtering.
2. d(t) = n(t) + s(t - ta)

Noise: At each instant, n(t) is a zero-mean random variable.
Stationary: with a PSD
Correlation of detector output with the filter q(t): 

Signal to noise ratio                                 can be shown to be maximized 
for a matched-filter: 

BS Sathyaprakash, SV Dhurandhar 1991
SV Dhurandhar and BS Sathyaprakash 1994
LS Finn and D Chernoff 1993
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Matched filtering in action
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State of the art in template placement

Fitting Factor

Soumen Roy, AS, P. Ajith (2018)

Builds on 

● Geometrical template banks 
Thomas Cokelaer 2006, Stas Babak, 

Sathyaprakash

● Stochastic template placement 
Harry, Allen, Sathya 2009

● Variable starting frequency
Canton and Harry 2017

Hybrid geometric-stochastic bank using An*
lattices as it provides a thinnest covering.

State of the art (O3 online and offline 
searches). 
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Core of GstLAL (low latency) pipeline
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Template bank 
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Computational time directly scales with 
the template bank size.
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Looking for suitable set of 
basis to span the space.

SVD

All template waveforms can be 
written as a linear combination 
of all the basis vectors.

One can use fewer number of 
basis ( k ≪ NT) to represent the 
template approximately. 

Choose k for which

||H||F - ||Happx||F < negligibleCannon, Chapman, Hanna et 
al (2010)



SVD based correlation scheme
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Waste of computational 
resources.

Reconstruction Accuracy

Coefficient matrix Filtering of k-basis 
against data

Cost1 : Filtering cost k-basis against 
data.

Cost2: Multiplication of the coefficient 
matrix with the filtering output to 
reconstruct the SNR time series.

Primary Challenges for 
large bank:

1. Reduction of the 
matched filtering 
cost. [ Cost1 + Cost2]

1. Compute the singular 
value decomposition 
of a large bank. 

Total cost
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What is Random Projection ?

● Projection of the vectors from 
original feature space to a lower-
dimensional space.

● Dimension of the projected space 
usually very small in compare to the 
original feature space.

● RP helps to preserve the pairwise 
distance of the vectors with a small 
fraction of distortion.  

● Distortion depends on the chosen 
projected space. 

● The explicit relation between 
distortion in distances and projected 
dimension can be bounded by well-
known John-Lindenstrauss bound 
(JL-bound).

● If the distortion in length is 
negotiable then one can use low-
dimensional vectors instead of 
original one

Original feature 
space

Projected space

Projection 
operator

Use Random Projection to get a set of compressed vectors ( lower dimensional )



Steps involved in basic randomized matrix factorization 
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Kulkarni, Phukon, A Reza, S Bose, 
AS et al (2019)

Several other improvements:
● Control on the low-rank at a specified 

(acceptable) error.
● Dealing with very large banks.
● Controlling SNR reconstruction costs.

A Reza, AS, A Dasgupta (2019 in 
preparation)
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Estimation of the computational cost

Cost1: Filtering cost (with basis) =  k Ns log Ns

Cost2:  Reconstruction of the SNR  = 2k NT Ns

Reconstruction 

cost is dominant

In this example, if k > 103, the 
reconstruction cost will dominate over 
filtering cost. 

1. A large number of templates NT = O (105) .

2. The number of time samples for each 
template is  Ns = O (106).

Division as sub-bank and split-bank is the only 
alternative solution.



ML for denoising GW strain data
● Astrophysical gravitational wave signals y
● Corrupted by detector noise: x = y + n
● Learning objective: 

○ Learn a function f(x) which maps noisy data to ‘clean’ signal
○ Handcraft such a function or else learn it 

● Deep learning initiatives 
○ Regressive models (data dependent): denoising autoencoders. 

Architecture is data dependent. Image (CNN), sequential data (RNN) etc.
○ Generative models: model the conditional probability distribution of 

denoised data given noisy samples. Wavenet, GANs.
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A growing body of work
Deep filtering was used to estimate parameters such as mass, spin of the GW signal embedded in noise 
through use of two CNN networks.

○ One of the network called the classifier was used to detect whether a GW signal was present and the second 
network, called predictor, was used to estimate the parameters of the GW signal.

○ Signal in presence of glitches, GW150914, eccentric binary systems in noise

Total variational denoising methods, Dictionary learning (representative learning).

Recurrent autoencoders to denoise GW signals. 
Seq → Seq networks composed of LSTM architecture. 
Noisy signals were fed in the encoder and clean signals were obtained in the decoder of the 
network. Outperforms PCA and dictionary learning in terms of the MSE and overlap in the presence 
of real LIGO noise

WaveNets: generative model for producing high fidelity audio was adapted for denoising GW wave 
signals.  Overlap greater than 0.97 across BBH parameter space for noisy signals with SNR > 12. The 
noise-free, NR-type, time-series signal produced by the wavenet denoiser can be combined with deep 
learning estimates of the astrophysical parameters of the source to accelerate GW Bayesian parameter 
estimation studies. 11

Shen, E. A. Huerta,and Zhao arXiv:1903.01998
Shen, Daniel George, Eliu. A. Huerta and Zhizhen Zhao arXiv:1903.03105

Alejandro Torres-Forné, Antonio Marquina, José A. Font, José M. Ibáñez
arXiv:1612.01305



Denoising spinning BBH signal at SNR 7
A Biswas, N Thakor, …, AS, et al. (2019 in progress)
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Denoising O1/O2 events
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Using the denoised waveforms
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● Time delays are very well reconstructed from denoised signals. 
○ Could be potentially used for quick sky localization of GW signals. 
○ Trigger templated searches.

● Tremendous potential.



Detecting higher order modes of CBC signals
The signal from CBC sources are dominated by the quadrupole (2,2) mode. Higher modes 
are weaker in comparison. Many considerations (inclination angle, mass ratio etc.)

Advanced LIGO - Virgo detectors are expected to observe many CBC events.

Key motivation: Can we combine the signals from multiple events to enhance higher order 
modes in the data? Coherent and semi-coherent stacking.

Easier in the post-merger, ringdown part of the signal → ωlm are constant in time (only 
depend on the blackhole intrinsic parameters). SNR considerations as well.

Harder to ‘stack’ in inspiral domain as frequency changes rapidly with time. f(t) depends on 
intrinsic parameters of the source.
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Some recent and exciting work
Coherent Mode Stacking 

Yang, Yagi, et al. (PRL 2017)

● Ringdown modes: 

● Start with a base event

● Rescale each signal so that the target mode in each of 
them has the same frequency, and then 

● Sum the waveforms constructively.

● Interesting idea - but has not been demonstrated in 
data. Some practical aspects are not clear - how does 
one isolate the ringdown, how to create optimal 
residual (2,2 mode free) data. But these are generic.

Other work: arXiv:1901.0907 (O'Brien, Da Silva 
Costa, Klimenko). Similar idea but in T-F 
domain. Attempt to stack all signal modes.
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Unveiling the spectrum of inspiralling blackholes
Soumen Roy, AS, KG Arun 
(2019 in progress)m1= 88 M☉, m2 = 25 M☉

Time-frequency trajectories (tracks) scaled 
wrt to the (2,2) mode by a continuous 
parameter α
Can coherently stack all the higher modes 
together. 17



Summary
● ML based algorithms will impact many aspects of CBC searches

○ Denoising, detection, coincidence, rapid sky localization

○ Calculating significance of events

○ However, their development are not very well organized as of now. 

● Detection of higher order modes by coherently stacking multiple events
○ Promise to not only detect higher order modes but can be used to test GR. Parameter 

consistency tests (Bayesian model selection) already under way. 

● Randomized linear algebra in CBC searches
○ Can help to factorize template banks → low rank approximations in a controlled manner. May 

potentially be useful in faster PE studies. 
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Backup slide
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Summary ( SVD Vs rSVD) 

Random projection based matrix factorization can resolved three 
fundamental problems related to SVD based search scheme.

Method Problem 1 

Efficient factorization of 
large template banks

Problem 2

Reducing filtering cost 

Problem 3

Estimating  required 
number of singular 
values at a fixed 
average SNR loss ε
oblem 3

Problem 4

Reduction of the 
reconstruction cost

SVD No (Sub-optimal) Yes Possible but 
computational time 
complexity will be 
high 

No 

rSVD Yes Yes Yes

[Using 
Blockwise_RSVD]

No

Division as sub-bank and split-bank is 
the only alternative solution.
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Deterministic SVD factorization for large data set is a hard problem

Memory Space (RAM) 1600 GB

Computational Time O(mn2) i.e. ~1016

(m < n)

● Operating on such a big data matrix requires huge 
computational time and RAM.

● Consider a matrix A of size 105 x 106

Can we use the concept of Random projection and 
compressed the data matrix to a small matrix ?

Just to remind:

1. Truncated svd actually discard less 
important vectors (based on 
singular values ) from the column 
space and row space. 

1. Compression (right side / left side ) 
of data matrix using random 
projection also discard vectors are 
from column or row space 
respectively.

Important Questions : Need to be 
answered

1. Can compressed this matrix also 
retrieve the top singular values -
same as singular values?

2. Can compressed matrix preserve 
the same geometrical structure of 
the data matrix as SVD? 



Time Complexity Comparison
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m = 105

n  = 106

Full SVD O(nm2) assuming m < n

rSVD O(l mn)  +  O(l2m -⅔ l3 ) + O(l m n) 

Projection QR Computing B

Win over the space complexity in 
compare to the truncated SVD scheme. 

Calculation of QR decomposition on a 
small size of matrix (m, l).

For factorization of large matrix it is 
better to choose randomized matrix 
factorization instead of truncated SVD. 

1. Randomized matrix factorization 
operates on compressed matrix 
which can be smaller than the 
original matrix.

2. The scheme is highly 
parallelizable and suitable for 
distribute architecture. 
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Trade-off between online cost & offline cost

Required to design a search scheme based 
on randomized matrix factorization.

1. Calculate the total number of required basis 
vector for a template bank with a fixed SNR 
loss.

2. Divide the bank into sub-bank and calculate 
the required basis vector for each template 
bank separately with a previously fixed SNR 
loss.

3. Sum up the total number of basis considering 
all sub banks.

4. Calculate the ratio  β which is the number of 
total basis vectors considering all sub-bank 
by the total number of basis vectors 
calculated directly from the whole bank.

Existence SVD based correlation method is unable to 
reduce both the offline and online cost.There is a clear 
trade-off between online and offline cost. Reducing 
one increasing other.   

Performance Test
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Extrapolation to compute the required number of basis vectors for large template bank 

Reduction in basis vectors can be 

quite large (about 20 - 100) for a 
template bank containing a 106

templates (as expected for O3 

searches). 

RP can allow us to efficiently factorize such large banks and thus 

effectively reduce the number of basis vectors by factors between 
20-100! 
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Problem 3: Can we get a handle on rank-k through a target ⟨𝛿𝜌〉?

Is it possible to reverse the question?
What should be rank given some 
target ⟨𝛿𝜌〉?

Block wise projection

Our idea: QB factorize H in smaller blocks until desired accuracy is reached!



Application to CBC searches
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Singular values calculated using 
SVD, shown in Red. 

SVD applied to the matrix of 
size (2NT, NS) ≡ (9130, 65536). 
Thus, kfull = 9130.

Blue curve shows the singular 
values from RSVD where,

k = 8000. 

Green curve shows the singular 
values from RSVD where,

k = 4000.



Application to CBC searches
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SNR reconstruction using k = 
4000

Note:
kfull= 9130

𝜌target = 12

tcoa= 16 sec


